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CEL Partner Organization
ReForest London is a non-profit organization with a mission to increase environmental
and human health in the London community. To achieve this goal, ReForest London works
alongside members of the community to plant trees in the city. The organization aims to
empower the community to plant and care for trees, improve the environmental health through
the process of tree planting, and to educate the community about the benefit of trees. ReForest
London was launched in 2005 to combat tree loss that was occurring in the London area. Today,
it is comprised of a board of 12 directors as well as 8 staff members. With the help of the London
community, ReForest London is on a mission to plant one million trees for the Million Tree
Challenge.
Environmental Health Issue
Over the past decade, it has become evident that trees have more benefit than just
providing shade. Municipalities in North America have recognized the ecological, social, health,
and economic benefits that trees provide and are working to adopt strategic plans to enhance
these benefits. Specifically, the benefits that trees have on population health is being examined
by investing in urban forests (Almas & Conway, 2016). Urban forests are defined as “the
sustained planning, planting, protection, maintenance, and care of trees, forests, greenspace and
related resources in and around cities and communities for economic, environmental, social, and
public health benefits for people.” (Tree Canada, n.d.). This section examines urban forestry in
London, Ontario, the knowledge the public has on trees in relation to health, and how this lack of
knowledge can be improved.
London, Ontario is proudly known as “The Forest City” (City of London, 2011). Despite
this prestigious title, we question whether people have adequate knowledge on trees beyond their
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aesthetic value. In a study done in the urban city of Mississauga, residents’ decisions in planting
and removing trees stemmed from a lack of knowledge about tree care and species
characteristics. As a result, this had a negative impact on the overall urban forest conditions and
the municipalities’ ability to meet management goals. The most common reason people planted
trees in their yard was for aesthetic purposes as opposed to ecosystem services. In addition, those
who did not plant trees, and those who were not intending to plant trees in the future, attributed
this to a lack of money, time, and/or effort. Lack of knowledge also caused removal of healthy
trees as residents did not understand how large the tree would grow or how to properly care for
the tree (Conway, 2016). Thus, in order to effectively plant and manage trees in urban cities, the
public must be educated on the benefits of trees beyond their aesthetic value.
With many North American municipalities adopting planting goals to create sustainable
urban environments, knowledge on the benefit of trees in relation to health promotion is not only
encouraged but necessary (Conway, 2016). Trees provide an abundance of benefits on a variety
of scales (i.e. social, economic, ecological, etc.), all of which ultimately have an impact on both
physical and mental health (Nilsson, Sangster, & Konijnendijk, 2011). To begin, being in close
proximity to trees increases one’s likelihood to be physically active, which in turn leads to
improved physical and mental health outcomes, such as decreased cardiovascular disease,
decreased blood pressure, and increased self-esteem and happiness (Calogiuri & Chroni, 2014).
Being around trees reduces mortality rates, as trees improve air quality, avert the effects of
climate change, and provide shade for nearby citizens (Nowak, Hirabayashi, Bodine, & Hoehn,
2013; ReForest London, 2011). Directly, trees improve the quality of air by removing pollutants
and emitting oxygen (Nowak et al., 2013). Indirectly, trees lead to increased active transportation
(i.e. biking, walking running, etc.) thus reducing fuel consumption and air pollution (Dwyer,
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McPherson, Schroeder & Rowntree, 1992). The shade provided by trees results in decreased
exposure to ultraviolet rays, which mitigates individuals’ risk of skin cancer (ReForest London,
2011), and also provides increased incentive to be outside, improving mental health.
Trees cause immense psychological improvements that are widely unknown by the
general public. Trees are representations of the natural world, and citizens in urban areas benefit
greatly from being able to see them, as they are reminders that there is more to life than high
technology and virtual worlds (Nilsson et al., 2011). Trees allow individuals to create meaningful
connections between themselves and their natural environments. This leads to decreased stress
levels and feelings of aggression, along with increases in positive emotions such as self-esteem,
happiness, and ability to direct attention to school/work tasks (Calogiuri & Chroni, 2014; Dwyer
et al., 1992).
Trees also provide positive societal impacts, as neighbourhoods with trees have a
stronger sense of community. Citizens feel empowered to improve neighbourhood conditions
and promote environmental responsibility. Additionally, communities with citizens that actively
take part in tree-planting programs, such as ReForest London, have a greater sense of community
social identity, territoriality and self-esteem (Bratman, Hamilton, & Daily, 2012). Moreover,
trees act as barriers to noise-pollution, control temperature and reduce maintenance costs, reduce
the intensity of water-quality problems, and provide habitats for wildlife (Dwyer et al., 1992;
Hartig et al., 2011; Calogiuri & Chroni, 2014). These benefits all contribute to the improvement
of living conditions in the area and lead to enhanced quality of life. Ultimately, trees are proven
to have extensive beneficial qualities, few of which citizens are aware of – this must change.
Increasing awareness on both how to plant a tree, the types of trees to plant, and why one should
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plant a tree is crucial. ReForest London is working to address these issues and provide benefits
for all (ReForest, 2011).
Deliverables
The desired outcome of our project was to increase the understanding of the health
benefits of trees, through the creation of engaging outreach materials, to be shared through social
media outlets, primarily Facebook and Twitter. We agreed upon creating 15 prepared posts for
Facebook and 20 prepared posts for Twitter (Appendix A). These posts would include
infographics accompanied by corresponding captions. Fortunately, the format of this material
can be used across various social media platforms.
In addition to social media initiatives, ReForest London asked us to prepare an engaging
dialogue to be read during their tree hikes (Appendix B). While ReForest London is mainly
known for tree planting, they additionally run tree hikes to engage the community with the
outdoors and the many benefits of trees. A variety of facts were chosen to empower listeners of
all ages. Additionally, we created multiple videos explaining ‘What is ReForest London?’, ‘How
to Plant a Tree’ and ‘Why Plant a Tree?’ (Appendix C). Lastly, we designed Valentine’s Day
materials, such as an online tree quiz and a list of eco-friendly Valentine’s Day gifts (Appendix
D). These were planned to be promoted through a series of prepared Facebook posts. Overall, we
were able to effectively complete and exceed the requested deliverables as shown in our
appendices.
Reflection
To accomplish this project, we worked with our project coordinator Justine. As discussed
above, Justine explained the organization’s mission and the specific deliverables she expected us
to accomplish, while encouraging us to expand upon them and share our own ideas.
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Communication was conducted through email, which posed as a challenge early on. As agreed
upon, finished content would be emailed to Justine for approval and receive feedback within a
72-hour response time. However, response time for questions and feedback took much longer
than anticipated, ranging from one to two weeks. This was challenging as we were unable to post
content for specific dates, including Valentine’s Day, because we did not receive feedback in
time. We quickly adapted by ensuring all material was created earlier than originally planned.
The group understands that ReForest London is a not-for-profit organization with limited
resources, resulting in the staff having numerous responsibilities across many domains. The final
challenge we encountered was our desire to plant a tree on Western’s campus and create and
accompanied video on the ‘Do’s and Don’ts of Tree Planting’. This was an exciting idea, but was
not feasible due to cold weather conditions and ReForest London’s lack of available seedlings.
As a group, communication was strong which allowed for efficient and problem-free
working. Tasks were decided upon collectively, with everyone providing their input to ensure it
was manageable for each individual. Due to an equitable distribution of tasks, group members
were supportive by providing continual help and feedback. The strong group cohesion prevented
group challenges from occurring and made it possible to fix small problems before they
escalated. Our ability to work individually, as well as collaboratively, contributed to our
outstanding quality of work.
From our experience working with ReForest London we have become educated on the
importance of trees in our everyday lives. Prior to this project, our understanding on the benefits
of trees was limited to basic information. Through the research of this topic, and our interaction
with the ReForest London materials, we have inherited a deeper understanding of the vast
benefits of trees to both environmental and human health. Additionally, this project enabled us to
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improve our ability to create and distribute promotional materials as we used social media to
increase awareness, engagement, and tree-friendly behaviours. Social media is a prominent
platform for marketing in today’s society (Perrin, 2015). We learned how to create content
appropriate for all ages, while maintaining a professional level of writing. The skills gained
through this creative task will be a valuable asset for future professions in our high-tech society.
Furthermore, this project allowed us the opportunity to use health promotion theory in a real
world scenario, enabling us to solidify our understanding of these concepts and strategies. In
creating our deliverables we used a multi-theory approach to a health promotion intervention
including Communication Theory (CT) and the Precaution Adoption Process Model (PAPM). In
regard to CT, all messages given through the deliverables had the goal of increasing knowledge
and action in the form of planting trees. Although communications on their own are not enough
to sustain individual behaviours, we created many deliverables through a variety of social media
platforms to increase the overall effect. In the PAPM our deliverables intervene at step two to
engage the individual and bring them to step three where they decide if they act by planting their
own trees or volunteering. During the process of the project we saw how our health intervention
was designed and implemented, with the end goal of health education. Lastly, working with
ReForest London gave us insight into the difficulties of running a small not-for-profit
organization. With limited resources and staff, we learned it can be difficult to efficiently
manage operations. This was evident through the untimely communication and outsourcing of
projects by ReForest London. Understanding these challenges provided us with greater
satisfaction in completing our project as we know our work is truly valued by the organization.
We are grateful to have had the opportunity to work alongside Reforest London, which provided
us with numerous skills and experiences that will shape our future endeavours.
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Appendix A
Facebook, Twitter and Instagram Posts

Caption: Want to plant a tree but you’re not sure
how? Here are some tips on the proper way to
choose, plant, water, protect, and mulch your
tree. For more information wist
reforestlondon.ca.
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Caption: Did you know that one large tree can provide a day’s supply of oxygen for up to four
people? Plant a tree in London today! Visit reforestlondon.ca
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Caption: Trees have many benefits for both human and environmental health. In case you
needed another reason to plant a tree in the london community, studies have shown that office
workers with a view of trees report significantly less stress and more satisfaction.
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Caption: Looking for a fun and inexpensive way to spend time with your family this summer?
Hiking or camping are both fantastic ways to relax and spend quality time together in the great
outdoors!
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Caption: How do you know what the right tree
is for you? Here are our 6 tops for choosing the
right tree! Visit reforestlondon.ca for more
information on choosing the right tree and for a
list of native species.
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Caption: It is important that we choose to plant trees native to the London community. Here are
some reasons why we should choose a native tree. Visit reforestlondon.ca for a list of trees native
to London, Ontario.
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Caption: Be one in a million! Join us in our
challenge to plant one million trees to enhance
environmental and human health in the Forest City.
Get involved by registering any trees you have
planted since 2011 at milliontrees.ca, volunteering to
plant trees with us, suggesting locations to plant trees
or sponsoring a tree if you do not have time to plant it
yourself!
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Caption: National Tree Day takes place on the Wednesday of National Forest Week in
September. Although here at ReForest London we treat every day like National Tree Day, help
us show our leafy friends some extra love this upcoming September by planting a tree or joining
us on a nature hike. Visit https://treecanada.ca/engagement-research/national-tree-day/ for more
information.
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Caption: Wondering about the true value of nature? We know trips to the doctors’ office and
hospital aren’t easy, and can be emotionally draining. Recovery is a much faster process when
trees are in the patient’s visible sight - nature really does have healing powers! Let’s make sure
hospitals are surrounded by trees to improve the recovery process!
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Caption: On top of providing us with the oxygen we breathe, trees also improve our air quality.
By removing harmful odours and pollutants trees keep our atmosphere safe and clean.
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Caption: Looking for ways to combat heat this summer, while also spending time outside? Look
no further! Did you know that trees cool the city? So, when you’re feeling sticky this summer,
consider taking a stroll in a highly shaded area to cool down!
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Caption: Money does grow on trees! Adding trees to your yard not only beautifies your home
and your neighbourhood, but can put money in your pocket. Be a trendsetter amongst your
neighbours and plant a tree!
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Caption: Hey tree lovers! Did you know that trees act as a protection against UV rays? Despite
skin cancer being the most common type of cancer, it is also the most preventable - especially
with the help of trees. Parents, you can take comfort in knowing that your children are protected
from UV rays while on the school playground.
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Caption: Worried about climate change? Planting trees actually helps reduce the effects! Help
make the change in climate less drastic by planting a tree!
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Caption: Besides being absolutely beautiful, trees also help us stay healthy! Trees remove
harmful air pollution and leave us with clean, fresh air. This results in fewer respiratory diseases
and helps you live your life to the maximum!
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Caption: Happy Holidays to all the tree lovers out there! Trees can help improve a loved ones
attention span after getting a negative diagnosis. Wishing you all love and cheer this winter!
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Caption: Hey Tree Lovers! A study done in Toronto proved to us that trees drastically improve
our health! Get a free tree from us and plant it in your neighbourhood to help improve your
communities health!
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Caption: Looking to get involved with ReForest London? How can YOU be the change? Here
are three ways the YOU can get involved.
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Caption: ReForest London is on
a mission to plant one million
trees in the London community.
There are many reasons that
trees can benefit our
environmental and human
health. Here are some reasons!
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Caption: Planting a new tree?
Here are 3 easy steps and tips to
help ensure your tree is strong
and healthy!
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Caption: Feeling a bit overwhelmed as the school year is winding down and exams are picking
up? Take a walk along some of London’s beautiful trails as a way to de-stress and clear your
mind.
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Caption: Trees are more than just a pretty sight, they are proven to positively impact your mood,
emotions and enjoyment of life! Get a mental mood boost by surrounding yourself with nature.
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Caption: Looking for a fun and inexpensive way to spend time with your family this summer?
Hiking or camping are both fantastic ways to relax and spend quality time together in the great
outdoors!
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Caption: Being healthy is the best feeling in the world. Thanks to medicine, when we get sick
we are easily able to restore our health. Did you know trees and other plants are actually
components used to make the medicines we use?
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Caption: Are you tired of hearing about the importance of being physically active, but lack
motivation to exercise? Being surrounded by trees actually increases one’s intentions to exercise!
Join the movement, plant some trees!
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Caption: Worried about climate change and the conservation of water? Trees actually save
water! Lawns with trees planted on them actually have slower evaporation of water, making
them require less watering. Save water, plant trees!
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Caption: Help protect vegetation by learning how to identify invasive species! Here are the top 5
invasive species prevalent in London.
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Appendix B
Hiking Script and Facts
“Welcome to Reforest London’s annual Forest Hike Series! Throughout the hike we will learn
about native trees of Ontario, as well as the various health benefits trees contribute to our health
and the health of the environment.”
Below are tree related facts that can be incorporated throughout the hike to educate and empower
the participants.
Environment Benefits of Trees
● Global forests removed about one-third of fossil fuel emissions annually from 1990 to
2007
● Trees remove pollution from the atmosphere, improving air quality and human health
● Roadside trees reduce nearby indoor air pollution by more than 50%
● Trees lower surface and air temperatures by providing shade. Shaded surfaces may be
20–45°F cooler than the peak temperatures of unshaded materials
● Trees help reduce the effects of climate change - Trees absorb carbon dioxide (CO2),
removing and storing the carbon while releasing the oxygen back into the air
● In one year, an acre of mature trees absorbs the amount of CO2 produced by a car
driven 26,000 miles
● Trees help prevent soil erosion - on hillsides or stream slopes, trees slow runoff and hold
soil in place
● By planting trees and shrubs, you can reduce noise pollution
● Trees capture carbon and become carbon ‘sinks’ which reduce the Greenhouse Effects
● Trees’ root systems help prevent soil erosion, which prevents water pollution
● Trees are known to improve urban air quality by pulling ozone, particulates, and
other pollutants into their leaves and out of the air, and thus, partly
protecting people from them
Health Benefits of Trees
● A study of 10 cities found community forests save an average of one life each year
● Office workers with a view of trees report significantly less stress and more satisfaction
● One large tree can provide a day’s supply of oxygen for up to four people
● Trees shield children from UV rays - Trees reduce UV-B exposure by about 50 percent,
thus providing protection to children on school campuses and playgrounds - where
children spend hours outdoors
● Trees heal
o Studies have shown that patients with
views of trees out their windows heal faster and with less complications
o Children with ADHD show fewer symptoms
when they have access to nature
o Exposure to trees and nature aids
concentration by reducing mental fatigue
● Trees have medicinal uses: 1 of 4 pharmaceutical products is plant-based
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● The psychological impact of trees on people’s moods, emotions and enjoyment of their
surroundings may in fact be one of the greatest benefits urban forests provide
● Having 10 more trees in a city block, on average, improves health perception in ways
comparable to an increase in annual personal income of $10,000 and moving to a
neighborhood with $10,000 higher median income or being 7 years younger
● Being around trees increases one’s propensity to exercise
● Air quality improvement alone may not be able to explain why people subjectively
perceive their health to be better when they live around more trees, in addition to the
improvements seen in other health measures — implying a possible psychological factor
● Trees are beneficial to our health: they reduce stress and speed up the process of healing
Economic Benefits of Trees
● Every dollar spent on planting and caring for a community tree yields benefits that are
two to five times that investment—benefits that include cleaner air, lower energy costs,
improved water quality and storm water control and increased property values
● Trees properly placed around buildings can reduce air conditioning needs by 30% and
can save 20–50% in energy used for heating
● Trees provide shade in the summer, which can save on air conditioning costs, while
other trees such as conifers insulate homes in the winter which can reduce
heating costs
Tree Species
● One of the native trees that we plant, the Red Maple, has a large range stretching
from the east coast to the Mississippi River, and from Newfoundland to Florida
o It grows best in bright sun to partial shade
● Red maples grow very quickly, and can reach 40-90 feet tall and 150 years of age perfect for creating shade!
● Although the sugar maple is best known for making maple syrup, the sap of red maples
can also be used! The wood of red maples is also useful, as it’s used for furniture,
firewood, and railroad ties
Miscellaneous Tree Facts
● Trees provide excellent sources of recreation such as hiking trails and campgrounds
● Trees can be a source of tourist attraction!
● Trees create shade, and when the shade covers asphalt the streets and parking lots
are cooler which extends the asphalt life! This saves a lot of time and resources!
● Although trees are often only thought to be beneficial when there are an abundance of
them, such as rural forests, ‘urban forests’ also provide several benefits such as:
o Sequestering of gaseous air pollutants
and particulates
o Energy conservation through
transpirational cooling, shade, and wind reduction
o Storm-water attenuation
o Noise buffering
o Provision of wildlife habitat
o Increased property value
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o
o

Improved aesthetics
Psychological well-being
● Cities with urban forests should recognize that such forests will play an important role in
their competitiveness to attract both business and industry
Tree planting:
○ Deciding when to plant a tree can be tricky, as the timing that works best for each
tree differs! Here are some tips:
■ Deciduous trees can be planted in the spring, as soon as the frost is gone
from the ground OR in the fall, from leaf-fall until freeze-up
■ Poplars, willows, ash, elms and birches tend to do better if planted in the
spring
■ Evergreens can be planted early in the spring until four weeks after
deciduous (trees that shed leaves) trees have opened their leaves, OR in
the fall from about Aug 1-Oct 30
Tree planting steps:
■ Minimize stress to your trees: protect your tree during transport, pd the
tree trunk, keep the roots moist, keep the tree in a shaded location until it
is time to plant
■ Prepare the planting spot: remove grass and weeds, dig a hole twice as
wide and equally as deep as the root ball, ensure the soil in the hole is
moist, roughen the sides of the hole to allow for root penetration
■ Prepare the trees for root growth: loosen the roots with a spray of water
and straighten them to prevent crowding/crossing
■ Plant your tree with care: fill the hole with good quality soil and attempt to
avoid creating air pockets in the air
Caring for your trees:
■ Water your trees sufficiently - do not allow the roots to dry out
■ Fertilizer helps trees thrive and resist drought, disease and insects - high
phosphorus fertilizers are recommended at planting time, high nitrogen
fertilizers are useful for greening and top growth, slow-acting fertilizers
allow for improved mineral uptake, and fast-acting fertilizer is best
applied in the spring (so the new growth has time to mature by winter)
■ Staking trees that are larger than one meter is recommended - it
prevents dislodging by wind, people and animals → remove the stakes
after 2-3 growing seasons
■ Annual pruning improves branch spacing and promotes a strong tree
structure - it should begin when trees are young
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Appendix C
Videos
We have created two videos for ReForest London. These videos have been made for ReForest
London to use on their social media accounts. All information used to create these videos came
from the ReForest London website.
What is ReForest London?: https://youtu.be/mE7B56fLDx4
How to Plant a Tree: https://youtu.be/tLFk2PSN4wo
Appendix D
Additional Posts
Eco-friendly Gifts:
Ditch the chocolates and flowers this Valentine’s Day and spread the love with an eco-friendly
gift! Here are 10 gift ideas that support tree planting with each purchase!
https://selfecogarden.com/blogs/garden-blog/115726275-10-companies-that-plant-a-tree-forevery-product-you-buy
Quiz: What is the Perfect Tree for You?
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Description: Spring is on its way and with that comes our infamous tree planting! Take this quiz
to see what kind of tree you should be planting this season to match your personality!
Order
1.

2.

3.

4.

Tulip tree
· beautiful yellow- green flowers, large, fast-growing tree, 35 metres tall
· only grow in a few parts of Ontario: south shore of Lake Huron, north shore of
Lake Erie, Niagara Peninsula
· represents a kind, loving individual
Witch Hazel tree
· Small tree, likes to grow in the woods, health benefits i.e. acne
· Represents a calm, spiritual individual
Crabapple tree
· Small trees with bright pink or white flowers
· Found in Southwestern Ontario, only native apple species in Ontario
· Represents a carefree individual always living in the moment
White Pine tree
· Skinny needles, dark brown, hard exterior
· Found in most of Ontario
· Represents a focused, hardworking individual

Choose a drink.
- Hot chocolate
- Water
- Shirley Temple
- Black coffee
Favourite clothing to wear?
- Fluffy, cozy sweats
- Workout/yoga clothes
- Bright, patterned clothing
- Suit/ Formal dress
Choose a breakfast.
- Fluffy pancakes
- Green smoothie
- Smoked salmon eggs benedict
- Eggs Benedict
Perfect date?
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Netflix and cuddles
Gym date
Jet off to tropical island
Quick coffee date between meetings

Favourite movie?
- The Notebook
- Eat, Pray, Love
- Wolf of Wall Street
- It
Preferred travel?
- SUV
- Bicycle
- Lamborghini
- Slick, black Acura
Pick a song.
- I Will Always Love You – Whiney Houston
- Mozart’s symphony
- Wanna Be Startin’ Somethin’ – Michael Jackson
- Empire State of Mind – Jay Z
Favourite colour?
- Warm orange
- Light blue
- Electric Green
- Dark blue
Dream vacation spot?
- Paris
- Thailand
- Ibiza
- New York City
What’s your favourite season?
- Autumn
- Spring
- Summer
- Winter
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Social Media Blitz
To be used a week in advance alongside the infographics or tree photos to promote the quiz and
the eco-friendly gifts:
1. The world is home to more than 60,000 species of trees… which one is your perfect
Valentine’s Day match? (http://www.bbc.com/news/science-environment-39492977)
2. The first known tree was a leafless, fern-like plant from New York.. where may your tree
match take you this Valentine’s Day? (https://www.mnn.com/earth-matters/wildernessresources/blogs/facts-about-trees)
3. Though love may take your breath away, your tree match will actually help you breathe
clearly. Not only do trees produce oxygen, but they also eliminate harmful air pollution
and absorb toxic Carbon Dioxide from the atmosphere. (https://www.mnn.com/earthmatters/wilderness-resources/blogs/facts-about-trees)
4. Unfortunately your tree match may not be able to promise that “you’re the only one they
talk to”. Some trees can actually “talk” to each other. Willows are known to produce
chemicals when being attacked by pests to warn other willows to protect themselves by
making their leaves more durable. (http://www.hgtv.com/outdoors/flowers-andplants/trees-and-shrubs/fun-facts-about-tree)
5. Want a partner that will go the distance? Wind-blown cottonwood seeds can stay airborne
for days before they land. They can travel longer than any other tree seeds!
(http://www.hgtv.com/outdoors/flowers-and-plants/trees-and-shrubs/fun-facts-about-tree)
6. Searching for your “Sturdy Oak” this Valentine’s Day? Look no further! While most
trees only sprout roots in the top 18 inches of soil, some such as the Wild Fig trees of
Africa have been recorded to have a root depth of 400 feet. (https://www.mnn.com/earthmatters/wilderness-resources/blogs/facts-about-trees)
7. Looking for an independent, self-driven, take-charge partner? This Valentine’s Day may
be taking you as far as Athens, Georgia where an Oak Tree legally owns itself and the
land within eight feet of it since the 1800s! (http://www.kickassfacts.com/25-kickassinteresting-facts-trees/)

